electricity-free solar lighting
WOW

Is this your first time seeing core glow?
Use the UV light for a quick burst of glow. For
a full charge place in the sun or under a bright
light for about half an hour for a glow that lasts
all night long.

5% of your holiday purchase is donated to our
sister charity, the Haiti Ocean Project

please recycle this bag and packaging

thank you and enjoy your glow!
www.coreglow.ca
www.haitioceanproject.net

#sciencemagic
www.coreglow.ca
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You will notice that after a full charge your
Core Glow will dim over time until the next
charge. We call this the ‘glow cycle’.
First hour: ultra-bright glow burst
Second to third hour: strong glow
Third hour to tenth hour: ambient glow

IDEASS
leave a trail for someone to follow

HOW

make a galaxy in your room

core glow works by the process of
photoluminescence. Light energy in the form
of photons is absorbed into the crystal field
of the core glow molecule. These photons
are gradually released at a lower energy
state which accounts for the colour change
and long lasting glow. This emission is the
light that you see when the core glow is
charged.

give one to a friend
…
(send us your best ideas)

To best view your glow turn off all of the
lights. Give your eyes time to adjust to the
darkness, and you will be amazed by the
gentle glow.
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core glow works by the process of
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best dance floor ever
To best view your glow turn off all of the
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darkness, and you will be amazed by the
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Thank you, and enjoy your glow!
www.coreglow.ca
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